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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

The incidence of hematologic cancers increases with age. These cancers are associated with recurrent somatic mutations in specific genes. We hypothesized that such mutations would be detectable in the blood of some persons who are not known to have hematologic disorders.

METHODS

We analyzed whole-exome sequencing data from DNA in the peripheral-blood cells of 17,182 persons who were unselected for hematologic phenotypes. We looked for somatic mutations by identifying previously characterized single-nucleotide variants and small insertions or deletions in 160 genes that are recurrently mutated in hematologic cancers. The presence of mutations was analyzed for an association with hematologic phenotypes, survival, and cardiovascular events.

RESULTS

Detectable somatic mutations were rare in persons younger than 40 years of age but rose appreciably in frequency with age. Among persons 70 to 79 years of age, 80 to 89 years of age, and 90 to 108 years of age, these clonal mutations were observed in 9.5% (219 of 2300 persons), 11.7% (37 of 317), and 18.4% (19 of 103), respectively. The majority of the variants occurred in three genes: DNMT3A, TET2, and ASXL1. The presence of a somatic mutation was associated with an increase in the risk of hematologic cancer (hazard ratio, 11.1; 95% confidence interval [CI], 3.9 to 32.6), an increase in all-cause mortality (hazard ratio, 1.4; 95% CI, 1.1 to 1.8), and increases in the risks of incident coronary heart disease (hazard ratio, 2.0; 95% CI, 1.2 to 3.4) and ischemic stroke (hazard ratio, 2.6; 95% CI, 1.4 to 4.8).

CONCLUSIONS

Age-related clonal hematopoiesis is a common condition that is associated with increases in the risk of hematologic cancer and in all-cause mortality, with the latter possibly due to an increased risk of cardiovascular disease. (Funded by the National Institutes of Health and others.)
Canter is thought to arise through the stepwise acquisition of genetic or epigenetic changes that transform a normal cell. Hence, the existence of a premalignant state bearing only the initiating lesions may be detectable in some persons who have no other signs of disease. For example, multiple myeloma is frequently preceded by monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance, and chronic lymphocytic leukemia is commonly preceded by monoclonal B-cell lymphocytosis.

Several lines of evidence have suggested that clonal hematopoiesis resulting from an expansion of cells that harbor an initiating driver mutation might be an aspect of the aging hematopoietic system. Clonal hematopoiesis in the elderly was first demonstrated in studies that showed that approximately 25% of healthy women over the age of 65 years have a skewed pattern of X-chromosome inactivation in peripheral-blood cells, which in some cases is associated with mutations in TET2. Large-scale somatic events such as chromosomal insertions and deletions (indels) and loss of heterozygosity also occur in the blood of approximately 2% of persons older than 75 years of age. Preleukemic hematopoietic stem cells harboring only the initiating driver mutation have been found in the bone marrow of patients with acute myeloid leukemia (AML) that is in remission.

Sequencing studies have identified a set of recurrent mutations in several types of hematologic cancers. However, the frequency of these somatic mutations in the general population is unknown. We tested the hypothesis that somatically acquired single-nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small indels might be detectable in the blood of older persons who are not known to have any hematologic abnormalities.

Methods

Sample Ascertainment

The study sample was selected from 22 population-based cohorts in three consortia (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org). The protocols for these studies were approved by the ethics committees at all involved institutions; written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Persons with missing data on age (116 persons) or with cell lines as the source of DNA (492 persons) were excluded.

Whole-Exome Sequencing and Targeted Amplicon Sequencing

DNA was obtained from individual cohorts, and further processing was performed at the Broad Institute of Harvard and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In brief, genomic DNA was subject to hybrid capture, sequencing, and alignment with the use of the Broad genomics platform and Picard pipeline. We analyzed BAM files for SNVs using MuTect with OxoG filtering and for indels using Indelocator. A clinically validated, targeted amplicon assay was used for sequencing 95 genes in select samples.

Variant Calling

We searched the literature and the Catalog of Somatic Mutations in Cancer (COSMIC; http://cancer.sanger.ac.uk/cancergenome/projects/cosmic) (see Table S2 in the Supplementary Appendix) and compiled a list of pathogenic variants associated with human hematologic cancers in 160 genes. As a negative control, we also searched for variants that were recurrently seen in nonhematologic cancers (see Table S4 in the Supplementary Appendix).

Statistical Analysis

All the statistical analyses were performed with the use of the R statistical package (www.r-project.org). Full details of the statistical analysis are provided in the Methods section in the Supplementary Appendix.

Results

Identification of Candidate Somatic Mutations

To determine the extent of clonal hematopoiesis with somatic mutations, we analyzed whole-exome sequencing data from DNA in the peripheral-blood cells of 17,182 persons who were selected without regard to hematologic characteristics. Of these, 15,801 were case patients and controls ascertained from 22 cohorts in type 2 diabetes association studies, and the remaining 1381 were previously unsequenced participants in the Jackson Heart Study, a population-based cohort study (Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix). The median age of the persons included in our study at the time DNA was obtained was 58 years (range, 19 to 108); 8741 were women, and 7860 had type 2 diabetes.
The identification of somatic driver mutations in cancer has come largely from studies that have compared differences in DNA sequence between tumor and normal tissue obtained from the same person. Once mutations are identified, investigators may genotype samples for these somatic variants without relying on matched normal tissue. Because we had DNA from only one source (blood), we limited our examination to variants that had been described previously in the literature in 160 recurrently mutated candidate genes in myeloid and lymphoid cancers (Table S2 in the Supplementary Appendix). We removed potential false positive variants by using variant-calling algorithms that had filters for known artifacts such as strand-bias and clustered reads, as well as by performing additional filtering for rare error modes using a “panel of normals” (sequence data from a panel of normal persons). The lower limit of detection for variants depended on the depth of coverage. The median average sequencing depth for exons from the 160 genes was 84 reads (range, 13 to 144). At a sequencing depth of 84 reads, the limit of detection for SNVs was at a variant allele fraction of 0.035; the limit of detection for indels was 0.070.

With this approach, we identified a total of 805 candidate somatic variants (hereafter referred to as mutations) in 73 genes from 746 persons (Table S3 in the Supplementary Appendix). As a negative control, we searched for previously described, nonhematologic cancer-associated variants in 40 genes (Table S4 in the Supplementary Appendix) and found only 10 such variants in these genes (Table S5 in the Supplementary Appendix), indicating that the rate of false discovery due to technical artifacts was low. We also verified a subset of the variants using amplicon-based, targeted sequencing; 18 of 18 variants were confirmed, with a correlation coefficient of 0.97 for the variant allele fraction between the two methods (Fig. S1 in the Supplementary Appendix).

INCREASE IN THE FREQUENCY OF CLONAL SOMATIC MUTATIONS WITH AGE

Hematologic cancers, as well as other cancers and premalignant states, increase in frequency with age. Mutations were very rare in samples obtained from patients younger than 40 years of age but rose in frequency with each decade of life thereafter (Fig. 1). Mutations in genes implicated in hematologic cancers were found in 5.6% (95% confidence interval [CI], 5.0 to 6.3) of persons 60 to 69 years of age, 9.5% (95% CI, 8.4 to 10.8) of persons 70 to 79 years of age (219 of 2300 persons), 11.7% (95% CI, 8.6 to 15.7) of persons 80 to 89 years of age (37 of 317), and 18.4% (95% CI, 12.1 to 27.0) of persons 90 years of age or older (19 of 103). These rates greatly exceed the incidence of clinically diagnosed hematologic cancer in the general population.

Though we searched for mutations in genes implicated in many different hematologic cancers, we primarily identified genes that were most frequently mutated in AML and the myelodysplastic syndrome. The most commonly mutated gene was DNMT3A (403 variants) (Fig. 2A, and Fig. S2 in the Supplementary Appendix), followed by TET2 (72 variants) and ASXL1 (62 variants). In TET2, only exon 3 was obtained by exon capture (corresponding to approximately 50% of the coding region), and the portion of exon 12 of ASXL1 that accounts for approximately 50% of the mutations in this gene had poor coverage depth. Thus, mutations in TET2 and ASXL1 are probably underrepresented in this study. Other frequently mutated genes included TP53 (33 variants), JAK2 (31 variants), and SF3B1 (27 variants).

In sequencing studies of the myelodysplastic syndrome and AML, most patients have mutations in two or more driver genes (the median number of recurrently mutated genes in patients with de
novo AML is five\textsuperscript{17}). In this study, we found that 693 of 746 persons with a detectable mutation had only one mutation in the set of genes we examined (Fig. 2B, and Fig. S2 in the Supplementary Appendix), a finding that was consistent with the hypothesis that these persons had clones harboring only an initiating lesion.

The most common base-pair change in the somatic variants was a cytosine-to-thymine (C→T) transition (Fig. 2C), which is considered to be a somatic mutational signature of aging\textsuperscript{16,29} The median variant allele fraction for the identified mutations was 0.09 (Fig. 2D), suggesting that the variants are present in only a subset of blood cells and supporting their somatic rather than germ-line origin.

**PERSISTENCE OF SOMATIC MUTATIONS OVER TIME**

Blood-cell DNA obtained 4 to 8 years after the initial DNA collection was available for targeted sequencing in 13 persons with 17 somatic mutations (4 persons had 2 mutations). In all cases,
the mutations detected at the earlier time point were still present at the later time point. For 10 mutations, the variant allele fraction stayed the same or decreased slightly, and for 7 mutations, the variant allele fraction increased; new mutations were detected in 2 persons. However, none of the 13 persons had a hematologic cancer (Fig. S4 in the Supplementary Appendix).

**RISK FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH SOMATIC MUTATION**

To understand risk factors that contributed to having a detectable mutation, we performed a multivariable logistic-regression analysis that included age, sex, status with respect to type 2 diabetes, and ancestry as covariates (Tables S6 and S7 and Fig. S3B in the Supplementary Appendix). As expected, age was the largest contributor to the risk of a mutation. The incidence of the myelodysplastic syndrome is slightly higher among men than among women. In our study, among persons 60 years of age or older, men had an increased likelihood of having a detectable mutation as compared with women (odds ratio, 1.3; 95% CI, 1.1 to 1.5; P = 0.005 by logistic regression). Hispanics are reported to have a lower incidence of the myelodysplastic syndrome and myeloproliferative neoplasms than other groups in the United States. In our study, we found that Hispanics had a lower risk of having a mutation than did those of European ancestry, whereas the risk in other groups did not differ significantly from the risk in persons of European ancestry (Table S6 and Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Appendix). Among the genes we queried, the spectrum of mutations did not differ significantly among ancestry groups (Fig. S6 in the Supplementary Appendix).

**ASSOCIATION OF SOMATIC MUTATIONS WITH THE RISK OF HEMATOLOGIC CANCER**

Clonal excess states such as monoclonal gammopathy of unknown significance are associated with an increased risk of cancer. Of the cohorts that contributed data to the study, two (the Jackson Heart Study cohort and the Multiethnic Cohort) had longitudinal follow-up information on cancer that was diagnosed after DNA collection. Together, these comprised 3342 persons, including 134 (4.0%) in whom we detected somatic mutations in the blood. In a median follow-up period of 95 months, 16 hematologic cancers were reported, of which 5 (31%) were in the group that had detectable mutations (Table S8 in the Supplementary Appendix).

In a fixed-effects meta-analysis of the two cohorts adjusted for age, sex, and status with respect to type 2 diabetes, hematologic cancers were more common by a factor of 11.1 (95% CI, 3.9 to 32.6) in persons with a detectable mutation (P < 0.001). Among persons with a variant allele fraction of 0.10 or greater (indicating a higher proportion of cells in the blood carrying the mutation), the risk of a hematologic cancer was increased by a factor of nearly 50 (hazard ratio, 49; 95% CI, 21 to 120; P < 0.001) (Fig. 3A). Consistent with this finding, the mean variant allele fraction at the time the blood sample was obtained was significantly higher among persons with a mutation who subsequently had a hematologic cancer than among those who did not subsequently have a hematologic cancer (25.2% vs. 12.0%, P = 0.002 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test) (Fig. 3C).

Although persons with detectable mutations had a markedly increased risk of hematologic cancer, the absolute risk remained small; overall, a hematologic cancer developed during the study period in approximately 4% of persons with a mutation (Fig. 3B). This translates to a risk of hematologic cancer of approximately 0.5% per year overall and approximately 1% per year among persons with a variant allele fraction greater than 0.10. Unfortunately, we were unable to evaluate the hematologic cancers to assess the relationship of the tumor to the mutant clone that preceded it.

**BLOOD-CELL INDEXES OF PERSONS WITH SOMATIC MUTATIONS**

Somatic mutations found in persons with the myelodysplastic syndrome and in those with AML lead to abnormal differentiation, ineffective hematopoiesis, and cytopenias. Data on blood counts were available for 3107 persons from five cohorts (the Jackson Heart Study cohort, controls without diabetes from the Longevity Genes Project, the Botnia Study cohort, the Siblings in Malmö cohort, and the Helsinki Siblings with Diabetes cohort), including 139 persons with a detectable mutation. When we evaluated persons who had single mutations (ASXL1, DNMT3A, JAK2, SF3B1, or TET2) or mutations in more than one gene as compared with those who had no mutations, we found no significant differences in mean
white-cell counts, hemoglobin levels, platelet counts, or white-cell differential counts after accounting for age and sex (Fig. S7 in the Supplementary Appendix). The only significant difference in blood-cell indexes was an increase in red-cell distribution width (13.8% vs. 13.4% in normocytic subjects, $P=0.002$ by Wilcoxon rank-sum test), and this difference was driven by a large increase in this variable in a subgroup of persons with mutations (Fig. S8 in the Supplementary Appendix).

We also sought to determine whether the presence of a mutation was associated with an increased likelihood of abnormally low blood counts (Table S10 in the Supplementary Appendix). Most of the persons with a mutation had no cytopenias; among those who had a cytopenia, the frequency of any single cytopenia was not
higher among those with mutations than among those without mutations. A small fraction of participants had multiple cytopenias, and these persons were more likely than those without multiple cytopenias to have mutations (odds ratio, 3.0; P=0.04 by Fisher’s exact test). Furthermore, among persons with anemia, those with mutations had a higher percentage of unexplained anemia than did those without mutations (Table S11 in the Supplementary Appendix).

ASSOCIATION OF SOMATIC MUTATIONS WITH OVERALL SURVIVAL

We next assessed whether the presence of a somatic mutation had an effect on overall survival, on the basis of available data from 5132 persons in seven cohorts (Fig. 4) with a median follow-up period of 96 months. In a model adjusted for age, sex, and status with respect to type 2 diabetes, carrying a mutation was associated with increased all-cause mortality (hazard ratio, 1.4; P=0.02 by fixed-effects meta-analysis with beta coefficients derived from Cox proportional-hazards models for individual cohorts) (Fig. 4A). A Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of data from participants who were 70 years of age or older showed an increased risk of death among those with a mutation (P<0.001 by rank-sum test) (Fig. 4B; for results according to cohort, see Fig. S9 in the Supplementary Appendix). Death from hematologic neoplasms alone could not account for the observed increase in mortality, since only 1 person with a mutation died from a hematologic cancer. When we performed a cause-specific mortality analysis, we found that persons with mutations had a higher risk of death from cardiovascular causes but not from cancer (Fig. S10 in the Supplementary Appendix).

Because we found that the presence of a somatic mutation was significantly associated with a higher red-cell distribution width, we also examined whether harboring mutations was synergistic with an elevated red-cell distribution width with respect to the risk of death. High red-cell distribution width has been associated with increased all-cause mortality in the aging and critically ill population, but the mechanism behind this association is uncertain. Information on red-cell distribution width was available for 2409 participants in two cohorts. In an analysis adjusted for age, sex, and status with respect to type 2 diabetes, we found that persons who had a mutation in conjunction with a red-cell distribution width of 14.5% (the upper limit of the normal range) or higher had a markedly increased risk of death as compared with those who had a normal red-cell distribution width and did not have mutations (hazard ratio, 3.7; P<0.001 by fixed-effects meta-analysis with beta-coefficients estimated from Cox models for the two cohorts). In contrast, persons who had a high red-cell distribution width and no mutation had a more modest increase in mortality (Fig. 4C, and Fig. S11 in the Supplementary Appendix).

ASSOCIATION OF SOMATIC MUTATION WITH CARDIOMETABOLIC DISEASE

A recent study showed that large, somatic chromosomal alterations in peripheral-blood cells were associated with type 2 diabetes. We also found that somatic mutations in genes known to cause hematologic cancers were modestly but
significantly associated with an increased risk of type 2 diabetes, even after adjustment for potential confounding variables (odds ratio, 1.3; P<0.001) (Tables S6 and S7 in the Supplementary Appendix). Participants with type 2 diabetes were slightly more likely to have mutations than were those without type 2 diabetes in each age group (Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Appendix).

Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of death worldwide. Given the association of somatic mutations with increased all-cause and cardiovascular-related mortality, we performed
association analyses of data from two cohorts comprising 3353 persons for whom data on coronary heart disease and ischemic stroke were available. After excluding persons with prior events, we found an increased cumulative incidence of both coronary heart disease and ischemic stroke among those carrying a mutation (Fig. S12A and S12B in the Supplementary Appendix). In multivariable analyses that included age, sex, status with respect to type 2 diabetes, systolic blood pressure, and body-mass index as covariates, the hazard ratios for incident coronary heart disease and ischemic stroke among persons carrying a somatic mutation as compared with those without a mutation were 2.0 (95% CI, 1.2 to 3.5; \( P = 0.02 \)) and 2.6 (95% CI, 1.3 to 4.8; \( P = 0.003 \)), respectively (Fig. S12C through S12F in the Supplementary Appendix).

Data on the traditional risk factors of smoking, total cholesterol level, and high-density lipoprotein cholesterol level were also available for a subgroup of participants. The presence of a somatic mutation remained significantly associated with incident coronary heart disease and ischemic stroke even in the presence of these risk factors, and the risk was even greater among persons who had a variant allele fraction of 0.10 or greater (Table S12 in the Supplementary Appendix).

**Discussion**

We found that somatic mutations leading to clonal outgrowth of hematopoietic cells were frequent in the general population we studied, since 10% of persons older than 70 years of age carried these lesions. The exact prevalence of clonal hematopoiesis is dependent on how cancer-causing mutations are defined and on the sensitivity of the technique used to detect mutations and thus may substantially exceed this estimate. Clonal hematopoiesis appeared to involve a substantial proportion of the affected tissue in most persons; on the basis of the proportion of alleles with the somatic mutation, we found that a median of 18% of peripheral-blood leukocytes were part of the abnormal clone. In the small number of cases we were able to study longitudinally, clonal hematopoiesis also persisted over time; in all tested cases, the mutations were still present after 4 to 8 years.

We found that the genes that were most commonly mutated in clonal hematopoiesis were DNMT3A, TET2, and ASXL1. This finding is consistent with the results of previous studies that showed that DNMT3A and TET2 mutations were frequent and early events in AML and the myelodysplastic syndrome. Murine models of DNMT3A or TET2 loss of function have shown that mutant hematopoietic stem cells have altered methylation patterns in pluripotency genes and a competitive advantage over wild-type stem cells, but cancer rarely develops in mice, and when it does, it develops only after a long latency period. Similarly, our data show that humans with clonal hematopoiesis can live for many years without hematologic cancers developing, though they are at increased risk as compared with those without mutations.

Certain genes that are commonly mutated in AML and the myelodysplastic syndrome were absent or very rare in this study. Their rarity probably indicates that they are cooperating rather than initiating mutations. Although mutations in genes specific for lymphoid cancers were rarely detected, TET2 and DNMT3A are frequently mutated in some lymphoid cancers, and the initiating event for such tumors may occur in a hematopoietic stem cell. This may explain why some of the cancers that developed in persons with these mutations were lymphoid.

Our data showed that the majority of persons with clonal mutations in peripheral blood did not have the myelodysplastic syndrome or some other hematologic cancer; in addition, in a majority of the persons we evaluated, no clinically diagnosed cancer developed in the near term. At this time, it would be premature to genetically screen healthy persons for the presence of a somatic clone, since the positive predictive value for the presence of cancer or for the development of cancer is low. Further studies will be needed to definitively assess the natural history of clonal hematopoiesis.

Perhaps the most surprising finding in our study was the increased mortality among persons with clones as compared with those without clones. This effect is much larger than can be explained by hematologic cancers alone, is synergistic with high red-cell distribution width (which could be a marker of perturbation of hematopoiesis due to the clone), and may be related to the increased risk of incident coronary heart disease and ischemic stroke in persons with clones. The association of somatic mutations with nonhematologic disease may be due
to confounding by variables that are currently unknown or may simply represent a shared consequence of the underlying process of aging. Alternatively, it may represent an underlying shared pathophysiology of seemingly unrelated disorders. For example, cells of the monocye–macrophage lineage are considered to be important mediators of atherosclerosis and type 2 diabetes,43,44 but it is unknown whether their function may be altered by somatic mutations that occur in stem cells.

In summary, we found that somatic mutations that drive clonal expansion of blood cells were a common finding in the elderly and most frequently involved DNMT3A, TET2, or ASXL1. We propose that age-related clonal hematopoiesis is a common premalignant condition that is also associated with increased overall mortality and increased risk of cardiometabolic disease.
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